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Chance of Other Events 
Statistics and Probability 14 

We have included the starred Levels with a logical basis to the grade Level, in this assessment, allowing children to demonstrate their highest 
Level of understanding. If children are familiar with models other than these, they may demonstrate their understanding using those. 

Because there are so many Levels of Statistics and Probability, we have included larger images of each Level from page 4 onwards.   
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PRE - ASSESSMENT Select the Level that allows you to demonstrate your highest understanding. 

Ask Questions About Data, Use Data to Answer Questions 
Use the data representations to answer these questions: 
Which data representation makes it easiest to see the popularity of each 
colour? Why? 
Which data representation made it easiest to see how many? Why? 
Which data representation makes it easiest to see the chance of liking each 
colour? Why? 

Compare Data Displays, Language of Chance 
How many people like mandarins? 
Which data display allows us to most easily identify this? 
Which fruit is the most popular? 
Which fruit is the least popular? 
Which fruit is more popular than oranges but less popular than strawberries? 
Which data display allows us to most easily identify this? 
If you sold fruit, which fruit do you think you would sell the most of? 
If you sold fruit, which fruit do you think you would sell the least of? 
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POST - ASSESSMENT Select the Level that allows you to demonstrate your highest understanding. 

Ask Questions About Data, Use Data to Answer Questions 
Use the data representations to answer these questions: 
Which data representation makes it easiest to see the popularity of each 
colour? Why? 
Which data representation made it easiest to see how many? Why? 
Which data representation makes it easiest to see the chance of liking each 
colour? Why? 

Events Affecting the Chance of Other Events 
If we spin this spinner, what outcomes are possible? 
If we spin this spinner once, is it possible to get both a 4 and 3? 
If we spin this spinner twice, is it possible to get both a 4 and 3? 
If we spin this spinner twice, is it possible for the arrow to stop at a 6 in both spins 
If 6 is the outcome of the first spin, what outcomes could we get from the second spin? 
Does getting a 6 on the first spin affect our chance of getting a 6 on the second spin? 
Does getting a 6 on the first spin affect our chance of getting any number on the second spin? 

Compare Data Displays, Language of Chance 
How many people like mandarins? 
Which data display allows us to most easily identify this? 
Which fruit is the most popular? 
Which fruit is the least popular? 
Which fruit is more popular than oranges but less popular than strawberries? 
Which data display allows us to most easily identify this? 
If you sold fruit, which fruit do you think you would sell the most of? 
If you sold fruit, which fruit do you think you would sell the least of? 
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